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Victoria André
BA Cordwainers Footwear, London College of Fashion, graduated 2017

Awarded: £5,000 and mentoring from Becky Artmontsky

Enterprise: VandréLaar is a premium ladies’ footwear brand that merges fashion-forwardness with sustainability and transparency, while creating a positive social impact.
Sebastian Benson
MArch Architecture, Central Saint Martins
graduated 2018

Awarded: £5,000

Enterprise: In Situ is an architecture and design agency, focussing on spatial design and installations for live music, cultural and commercial events.
Bowerbird
MA Arts and Cultural Enterprise, Central Saint Martins, graduating 2020

Awarded: £5,000

Enterprise: Bowerbird, a pop-up shop and workshop space, occupied by artists in residence.
Arturo Soto Flores
MA Visual Arts, Camberwell College of Arts, graduated 2017

Awarded: £5,000 mentoring and training from Cockpit Arts

Enterprise: Memories of Green designs sustainable products by reusing different materials to create products equally functional and aesthetic, appealing to the increasingly responsible/concerned consumption trends.
Freya Beth Jansens
MBA Fashion Folio, Central Saint Martins, graduating 2019

Awarded: £5,000 and mentoring from Local Globe and The Design Laboratory

Enterprise: Swadeshi, a platform that empowers women who work as garment manufacturers to work as independent contractors.
Simon Sixou
BA (Hons) Design for Art Direction, London College of Communication, graduated 2018

Awarded: £5,000 and mentoring from Will Hudson, Lecture in progress

Enterprise: 1/1 is a collaboration between an artist, a curator, and an artisan, producing unique rugs in one edition only.
Naomi Brady
BA Fashion Pattern Cutting, London College of Fashion, graduated 2018

Awarded: Mentoring from Ibrahim Kamara, GUAP

Enterprise: Noemie Wilson/NAE Studios, a contemporary streetwear brand creating a culture and a space for young people to be around likeminded individuals.